
 

Knowledge quiz and skills development exercises 

 

Football 

1. I like football because: 

 I play with my friends 

 I play with my coach 

 I play with players from different teams 

 Ι play on natural grass 

 I play on synthetic grass 

 I play on ground 

 

2. Football needs individual and team discipline for the ultimate goal that is the 

goal. 

 True 

 False 

 

3. Football helps develop cooperation because it has interactions between 

players with ball passes.  

 True 

 False 

 

4. Football training makes the athlete vigorous, persistent and active because (he 

constantly runs, thinks, looks at the field, listens, targets the goal). 

 True 

 False 

 

5. Football requires many players for a match 
  Three  

  Five  

  Seven  

  Eleven  

 

6. In football, a player also does individual training (libero, stopper, defence 

player, offencive player, goalkeeper) 

 True 

 False 

 



 
7. With football I develop 

 Cooperation 

 Communication 

 Teamwork 

 Nothing of above 

 

8. Frequent training in football make me: 

 Strong 

 Calm 

 Gaining speed 

 Walking 

 Getting tired 

 Having a good time 

 Having a bad time 

 

9. I am impressed by the fact why the goal was scored because: 

 Goal scored after collaboration 

 Why the players and the fans are happy 

 Why I scored the goal 

 Why I beat the opponent team 

 Why did I win 

 Why did my team win 

 

10. The fans in the training and the match help the team 

 Support the player 

 Support the team 

 Support the coach 

 do not support anybody because they have aggressive behavior 

 

11. Individual and team training is primarily achieved by learning the technique of 

the sport (ball handling, transfer, attack) 

 True 

 False 

 

12. Joy and enthusiasm for cooperation and competition is achieved 

 True 

 False 

 

 

 



 
13. If I was suggested to do some specific training in football I would do training  

 Goalkeeper 

 Penalty shootout 

 Defense 

 Center 

 attack 

 

 

 

 


